LOW VOLTAGE CONTROL PANEL

HIGH VOLTAGE ENTRY

ELECTRIC BOX
(can be relocated in the field to either the front or the back of the cabinet)

FRESH AIR FROM OUTSIDE

STALE AIR TO OUTSIDE

STALE AIR FROM INSIDE

FRESH AIR TO INSIDE

WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION

A     23.8Kg (52.5lbs)
B     20Kg (44lbs)
C     22.5Kg (49.6lbs)
D     18.8Kg (41.3lbs)
CG    85Kg (187lbs)

SHR6904

SER6004

A     21.7Kg (47.8lbs)
B     17.8Kg (39.3lbs)
C     20.4Kg (44.9lbs)
D     16.6Kg (36.6lbs)
CG    76Kg (168lbs)
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